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LAST WORD

► BOWATERBYBIRTLEV

FIRESHIELD FD3OS FIRE DOOR
Bowater by Birtley has introduced a new FireShield FD30S fire door after securing BS EN 1634
certification. The door is manufactured using a sustainable agrifiber core, a material recognised as
a green product that can contribute to Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
credits. A solid timber frame and durable GRP facing completes the construction of the door.
Available in a wide range of colours and a solid six panel, long panel or flush design, the
FireShield FD30S doorsets are fitted with Yale hardware including the Auto Secure multipoint lock.

www.bowaterbybirtley.co.uk

◄ NORSEAL

RAINSTOP DOOR SEAL
Door seal specialist Norseal has launched RainStop, a seal which delivers protection
against rain and weather combined with completely zero-threshold, barrier-free
access. RainStop has been designed to eliminate wind and rain penetration around
doors, improving thermal efficiency, increasing comfort, and reducing energy bills.
____.....,__,_;___.;,;.;..,;_...1 RainStop can be fitted to timber, PVC, composite or metal doors that open inwards and
outwards. It is available in 750, 900, 1050, and 1,200mm lengths as standard, but lengths of up to 2m can be produced when required.

www.norseal.co.uk

T MARLEY ALUTEC

► BALBOARD

LIGHTWEIGHT TILEBACKINGBOARD

BAL Board - a strong lightweight tile backing
board - has been accepted as an approved
building product on NHBC registered sites.
Approved by the BBA (British Board of Agrement), BAL Board is a Magnesium
Oxide (MgO) board for internal tiling.
It can be fixed to either stud work, solid walls or floors, and can support a
combined tile weight of up to 100 kg/m2. This exceeds the recommended tiling
weight for plasterboard (32kg/m2 ), gypsum plaster (20kg/m 2 ), and foam-core tile
backing board (up to 60kg/m2).

www.bal-adhesives.com

◄ GREENWOOD AIRVAC

UNITYCV3

ELITE ROOF OUTLET RANGE

Aluminium rainwater system manufacturer,
Marley Alutec, has launched Elite, a multi
purpose flat roof and balcony drainage
system that has been designed to be
compatible with all waterproofing
membranes and roof build-ups.
The Elite outlets have been engineered
to deliver a flow performance of up to 19I/s,
thereby reducing a project's rainwater pipe
and underground drainage requirements.
The new outlets connect to all common PVC
U, High Density Polyethylene Pipe (HDPE)
and socketless cast iron pipework sizes.

www.marleyalutec.co.uk/elite

Unity CV3 is a new continuously running extractor fan designed
to combine energy reduction and easy compliance with tenant
wellbeing by eliminating nuisance running and noise. Designed
for social housing, it features a new data transfer function means
it will update social landlords on how ventilation .is performing in
their properties, on everything from airflow to humidity levels
and property maintenance risks. The unit features Greenwood's
HumidSMART sensors, ensuring the fan only activates when
required.

www.greenwood.co.uk
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Jason Tebb, Group Chief Operating Officer of
100% funding partners, Go Develop, says that
· holistic funding can help SMEs exploit the
current opportunity to negotiate on the
purchase of new sites.

Holistic funding
0

ften, the most pressing challenges
are inevitably those which aren't

immediately obvious.
Many developers agree that the
ongoing political uncertainty is creating a
more testing environment. However,
those who are able to source innovative
and holistic funding are, in many cases,
offsetting any potential risks as they are
able to exploit the current opportunity to
negotiate on the purchase of new sites.
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the smaller

.. players who adopt
a more pragmatic
approach are likely to be
far better placed than the
volume players to
weather any short
term Brexit storm
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But it would appear that the current
Brexit brouhaha mires a potentially more
pressing obstacle for developers of all
sizes; mortgage underwriting criteria for
new build.
On the surface, there's barely been a
better time for buyers to borrow. Lenders
continue to offer products that are at, or
around, historically low rates in a bid to
secure new business, particularly as many
enter the final quarter of their financial
year. But look a little closer, and you'll see

where the issues for new home builders
may lie. With the rise of a disaggregated
property market across the UK in recent
years, we've also seen the emergence of
a more nuanced underwriting strategy
from some lenders.
For example, properties built using
Modern Methods of Construction (MMC)
are widely lauded as a 'silver bullet' to
help the sector reach the Government's
new build targets. Yet the very same
techniques and materials are viewed with
caution by many lenders. As a result,
some request significantly higher
deposits from borrowers, whilst others
prefer not to lend on them at all. Which
begs the question, how will developers
sell these units if the majority of buyers
may struggle to obtain a mortgage to
purchase them?
Elsewhere around the UK, due to the
high volumes of apartments which are
either currently under construction or
have just been launched, some lenders
won't facilitate off-plan sales, whilst others
will consider it, but only at low LTVs.
Unless they are Help To Buy units of
course, which is a completely different
article, given the regionalised affordability

significant increases in values. The
opportunity for buyers to go back to their
lender to raise a few extra thousand is, in
most cases, a thing of the past. That's not
to suggest a return to the more, shall we
say, generous affordability models of yore.
Responsible lending practices are a
cornerstone of a stable property market.
What one might suggest, however, is
that a profitable project isn't just about a
considered planning and construction
approach, together with a supportive
funding partner. It's also about
incorporating a detailed understanding of
who you're building for, and how they are
going to pay for it, in your exit strategy.
Until such times as the new build and
lending communities are able to find a
more cohesive dialogue at a macro level
to bridge this gap, it falls to SME
developers to ensure that they fully
understand the nuances of mortgage
underwriting criteria. But that's by no
means a negative; the smaller players
who adopt a more pragmatic approach
are likely to be far better placed than the
volume players to weather any short-term
Brexit storm. And profit from the inevitable
market recovery that will follow.

caps coming into play as of 2021.

Buyer affordability

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

as a result of the Mortgage Market review

Jason Tebb Is the Group Chief
Operating Officer of100% funding

In all cases, the legislation implemented

has, over the past few years, resulted in
stretched buyer affordability, particularly
in conurbations which have seen

partners, Go DeveloJ:1. For more
information visit www.go-develop.co.uk

